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INTRODUCTION
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Established in 2006 as PVC Floor Corporation, DFD started as
a design studio based in Amsterdam. A pioneer in design and
production from the start. As of 2019 PVC Floor Cooperation
continues as Dutch Floor Design and presents a new collection
with progressive designs.

OUR STORY
In 2006 Dutch Floor Design’s founder found himself on the
crossroads: continue to work as a designer at the renowned Forbo
Novilon or start his own enterprise. With exceptional design skills
and entrepreneurial qualities the choice was made easily, and PVC
Floor Cooperation was established.
Over the years PVC Floor Cooperation has grown to become
Dutch Floor Design.

LUXURY VINYL
FLOORING
Jordan Simas - Grondlegger Dutch Floor Design (1999)

WHAT ARE VINYL FLOORS MADE OF, WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS AND WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT OPTIONS?
The floors of Dutch Floor Design consist out of multiple layers of which PVC is the basis. Due to its
favourable qualities PVC is a plastic that is highly suitable to be used as a basis for flooring.

“Enjoy yourself and be inspired
by the designs of Dutch Floor Design”

PVC has been developed as an alternative to parquet, laminate (or natural stone) and is mainly used
in areas where high demands are made. It is particularly strong and durable, easy to maintain, stable
and quiet. PVC reduces ambient and contact noise. Moreover, very suitable in combination with
underfloor heating. PVC can be installed in all areas of the house.
Due to present day technology we are able to develop very realistic designs in PVC, which can hardly
be distinguished from a genuine wooden floor. Probably you have already walked on a PVC floor
many times without even noticing it!
PFCSPC-03

DIFFERENCES

PVC DRYBACK

PVC CLICK
PVC Click consists out of a basis
of hard PVC. This allows for the
floor to be installed easily. On
all four sides the base layer has
a click connection. On top of
the base layer lays the printing
film with the design of the floor.
The final layer is the top layer
and consists out of the wear

layer and contains an embossed for the do-it-yourselfers.
structure for a realistic wood
pattern. Our floors are also
available with an extra under
floor made out of cork. This
thin under floor provides extra
isolation and has strong sound
absorbing qualities. Our PVC
Click floors are very well suited

A flexible PVC layer forms the
basis for our dryback planks. On
top of the base layer lays the
printing film with the design of
the floor. The top layer is the
wear layer and is available with
a realistic or palpable wood
structure. The planks of our
dryback collection fit seamlessly

together, so that they can be
mounted very tightly. Because
the floors are thinner you also
achieve a higher efficiency
for floor heating, a win-win
situation!
For a professional finish, we
recommend having our dryback

floors installed by a professional.

PALPABLE WOOD
STRUCTURE
By pressing a warm plate that contains the wood pattern in the
wear layer, the palpable wood structure is created. The wood
pattern of the hot plate is identical to the design in the print film,
making the boards of Dutch Floor Design almost indistinguishable
from real wood.

PFC65345

REALISTIC WOOD
STRUCTURE
The realistic and natural wood structure is created by a roller that
presses a pattern into the wear layer, which results in a very realistic
3D effect.
1832372505
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PET PROOF
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02 COMFORTABLE
LIVING
De producten in ons huis zijn er om gebruikt te worden. Dit geldt
ook voor de vloeren waar we op lopen, dansen, springen en af
en toe een glas laten vallen. Om de esthetische aspecten van
onze designs te waarborgen, gebruiken wij een unieke matte
slijtlaag, waardoor onze vloeren er niet alleen prachtig uitzien in de
showroom, maar ook wanneer deze liggen in een huis waarin wordt
geleefd.

WITHOUT HAVING
TO WORRY
RESISTANT TO THE SCRATCH ATTACKS OF YOUR TINY BIG
FRIEND
Because children should be free to be children and pets to be
pets, without you having to worry about your floor. A floor as a
canvas or as scratching post, everyone can be him or herself.

PFC6151-F

PFCHB-01

ME-TIME
PFCSPC-02

In times of stress and always having to rush through life, you
sometimes need to allow yourself to relax a little with a nice book
and let your thoughts drift off.
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03 CREATIVE AT THE
OFFICE
In times of flex working and working from home, your office
becomes an extension of your living environment. This space
therefore deserves to look like it, and create a comfortable working
environment that allows you to perform at your best.

WORK

CREATE

IN HARMONY AT WORK
Create the space that allows you to express your
creativity. Grab your laptop, a fresh cup of coffee,
put on your headphones and get started!

1832372514

NATURAL CONTRAST
JUST LIKE REAL WOOD WITHOUT THE MAINTENANCE
Invite nature inside your home, by combining
the designs of DFD with natural products.

PFCSPC-01
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04 FEEL AT HOME
Boots, sneakers, snow boots and stilettos. Our floors can handle
it without compromising on design. It is pure luxury when you feel
comfortable in your own home with designs from Dutch soil.

LUXURY

PFCSPC-04

LUXURY & COMFORT

Who says that luxury and comfort do not go well together?
Beautiful products only really come to life when they can be lived,
and with DFD floors you don’t have to worry when you live on your
floor, as you shouldn’t.

RELAX
A HOME TO GROW UP IN
PFCHB-01

Kick of your shoes and drop on the couch. Just relax and
make yourself feel at ease in a space that allows you to.

LESS IS MORE
Design also means creating peace and harmony in your
home. Our herringbone collection consists out of calm
designs that can be laid according to the herringbone
principle. The installation method in combination with the
designs results in a timeless and durable interior.

LINGERING AFTER
DINNER

Breakfast, lunch or dinner. Be true to yourself and
combine different styles; vintage, retro and modern
because every day is a different day. You can lay our
short planks in the style you want; herringbone, double
herringbone, blocks or as normal planks.

PFCHB-01

“THESE FLOORS WERE MADE FOR WALKING”

1832372513

NIGHT’S REST
COUNTING SHEEP
Dream away with our herringbone collection.
The serene designs result in a harmonious and
timeless interior.

PFCHB-01
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05 WET AREAS

05

BATH & SHOWER

Moisture will not be a challenge for our floors, making them
extremely suitable for wet areas or areas where we sometimes spill
or knock over a glass.

OH NO DROPS…
Don’t worry about it! Because of the high stability of the
base layer, our PVC floors will not expand or shrink. This
makes our floors ideal for installation in wet areas.
PFCSPC-01

DINNER TIME
TIME TO SPILL
Enjoy yourself when preparing a meal in the kitchen, alone or with
the whole family. Without having to worry about spilling or leaving
stains.

1832372505
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06 LIT

06

LIQUID INTERACTIVE TILES

LIT stands for Liquid Interactive Tiles. These tiles are also known as
Living Art Floors. Be inspired by a constantly changing floor for a
modern and dynamic household.

“ART IS TO BE FREE. DESIGN IS TO FIX”

20192343
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07 PRODUCTS

07

SPECIFICATIONS

An overview of our broad collection of tiles, planks and interactive
tiles with the corresponding technical specifications.

XXL

Regular

Tile

Visgraat

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

NATURAL AESTHETICS
COLLECTION

LVT - Dry Back

INVITE NATURE INSIDE
For this collection we have been inspired by the harmony that you can only find in our nature. In
times of stress we have to find time return to nature to relief ourselves from the daily rush. Balance
can be found by meditating and simple self-reflection. Invite nature inside with our pure, simple and
classic collection that consists out of beautiful natural colours. Find your dream floor and dream
away.
Our floors are one of the greenest PVC floors that exist, because no harmful plasticizers are used
during the production of our collections. The amount of volatile organic compounds (VOC) is also
kept to a minimum, so that they remain in the floors. Our floors have been tested to very strict
standards in the field of interior applications, this is done through, among other things, the REACH
system (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals).

PFCSPC-04
HONEST OAK

PFCSPC-02

PFCSPC-01

PURE OAK

GENUINE OAK

PFCSPC-03
CLEAN OAK

CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

1422 x 229 mm

Box

11 pieces

Width

Wear Layer

2,5 mm

0,5 mm

3,38m 2/box

Waterproof
Realistic wood structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating

PFCSPC-02

©

Pet Proof
33

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

CLICK & GO COLLECTION

VARIATION AND CORK
Our click collection is available in different sizes: budget, regular, XXL and the unique XXL with an
extra cork underfloor for improved insulation and sound absorbing capacities!

TIMELESS DESIGN
1832372501
AMBER OAK

1832372510

1832372504

DREAM OAK

1832372513
HISTORY OAK

GOLDEN OAK

1832372505

The new click collection consists of designs with a warm and timeless feel. Thanks to the click
technology, the planks can be laid quickly and easily in both construction and renovation projects.
We developed a protective top layer, which has made the floor extremely stain and scratch resistant.
Due to the durability our floors are also suited to be used in commercial projects.

1832372511

PLATINUM OAK

PURPLE OAK

1832372514
SAND OAK

CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

1830 x 228 mm

Box

8 pieces

Width

Wear Layer

7 mm

0,5 mm

2,5m2/box

Waterproof
Realistic wood structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating

1832372513

©

Pet Proof
33

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

SMOKED OAK
XXL COLLECTION

Innovation, functionality and design are central to our DFD XXL collection. With these extra long
planks we offer a unique length that matches the latest home interior trends. The collection is
characterized by a very authentic palpable wood structure. All the planks are characterized by the
no-repeat principle and extremely detailed design.
The wide and large planks in rustic designs make every room appear to be more spacious, and
provides a high-end appearance. The collection is equipped with an extra fibreglass fleece as an
intermediate layer to guarantee extra stability. In addition, finished with a double protective layer,
resulting in a superior scratch and stain resistant product. In this way, the design remains intact and
beautiful in its appearance, even in spaces that are used intensively.

CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

1830 x 228 mm

Box

8 pieces

Width

Wear Layer

3 mm

0,5 mm

2,34m2/box

Waterproof
Palpable wood structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating
©

PFC6545

Pet Proof
33

WHITE SMOKED OAK

PFC6546
DARK SMOKED OAK

PFC6547
NATURAL SMOKED OAK

PFC6548
OLIVE SMOKED OAK

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

HERRINGBONE
COLLECTION

A real trend floor. Can be put together entirely to your own taste. Popular due to its playful and
appealing appearance. A bit different yet timeless. Available in glue and click version. 100% clean &
safe in limited authentic collection designed in the Netherlands.
All herringbone colours are also available in XL boards.

PFCHB-01
PURE OAK

GENUINE OAK

WHITE SMOKED OAK

CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

609,6 x 152,4 mm

Box

36 pieces

Wear Layer

PFCHB-03

2,5 mm

0,5 mm

3,34m2/box

Waterproof
Realistic wood structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

Width

PFCHB-02

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating

“FOR THOSE THAT ENJOY LIFE”

©

Pet Proof
33

PFCHB-02

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

SQUADRA
COLLECTION

PFC6151-F
SAND

PFC6151-E
NATURAL

PFC6151-B
WHITE

PFC6151-D

PFC6151-G
MOKA

CHARACTERISTICS

457,2 x 557,2 mm

Box

16 pieces

2,5 mm

0,55 mm

3,34m2/box

Waterproof
Contemporary look

25

Warranty

Dimensions

Wear Layer

CARBON

ASH

SPECIFICATIONS

Width

PFC6151-I

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating
©

PFC6151-I

Pet Proof
33

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

BELGIUM STONE
COLLECTION

PFC3208-4
STARRY SKY -BLACK

CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

457,2 x 557,2 mm

Box

16 pieces

Width

Wear Layer

STARRY SKY - VINTAGE

2,5 mm

0,55 mm

3,34m2/box

Waterproof
Realistic stone structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

PFC3208-3

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating
©

PFC3208-4

Pet Proof
33

XXL SMOKED
OAK COLLECTIE

LVT - Dry Back

LIQUID TILES
COLLECTION

PFC-OB
ORANGE & BLUE

PFC-MS
MAGNETIC MEMORY

PFC-B2
EARTH

Liquid Interactive Tiles (LIT) are modular floor tiles that contain a mix of liquids. The moment pressure
is applied on the surface, the liquids mix and move and the tiles come to life. This results in a dynamic
surface with unique designs. Walking over the tiles results in a trail of footsteps.
With polycarbonate as a base material, liquid tiles are durable and easy to clean. In addition, the tile
has a Security system that prevents the liquids from leaking out.

PFC-B3
VULCANO

Dimensions

Box

Width

Wear Layer

597 x 597 mm

1 piece

7 mm

0,55 mm

0,36m2/box

SKY BLUE

PFC-B1

CHARACTERISTICS

OCEAN BLUE

Waterproof
Dynamic structure

25

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

YEAR

Floor heating suitable

Minimal
shrinkage
and
expansion

Extra matt PU coating
©

Pet Proof
33

PFC-2995

DIMENSIONS

PFC-433
CHARCOAL

PFC-B4
PURPLE & YELLOW

PFC-193
RUBY RED

Our Liquid Tiles are available in two standard sizes: small and large (60 x 60 cm or 100 x 100 cm).
It is also possible to order tiles in a custom shape, for example that of a flower or a ball. Our liquid
tiles come with a transparent top layer and white bottom layer, but it is also possible to have your
company logo printed on the bottom layer.

DFD
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floor design

CONTACT
Visit our showroom without any obligations.
An appointment is easily made via e-mail, the
phone number below or our website

www.dutchfloordesign.nl
info@dutchfloordesign.nl

+31 (0) 651833192 / +31 (0) 644553435

dutchfloordesign

Ambacht 24 1511 JZ Oostzaan
The Netherlands

